just
perfect
for starting or simplifying
After four years and every construction challenge you can imagine, harry james enterprises
is pleased to announce the opening of Red Brick Lofts on Young’s Point road.
Due to the configuration of the building, many of the apartments may have a small footprint,
however, one walk through and you’ll see that small does not equate to unsubstantial.
The high ceilings, custom kitchens, fitted blinds and designer lighting, all intertwine creating
an ambiance second to none.
The furnished suite as seen in this article, is the smallest shown to intentionally showcase
what you can do with a little imagination. The thick insulated walls surrounding poured
concrete floors gives you the feeling that you are standing in something pretty special, not
to mention the spectacular views out of every single window.
Outdoor space is finally getting the attention it deserves, as we come to recognize its
importance for not only a literal breathe of fresh air, but also for our mental health. These
lofts are uniquely situated on 25 acres of country land in the hopes for residents to
experience the joys of the outdoors.
There are currently plans in the works for fire pits, vegetable gardens, and bbqs situated
around ideal picnic destinations, in the hopes of bringing the healing powers of nature to
the exclusive residence of Red Brick Lofts.
At the time being there are still 3 bedroom units available for rent, should you want to bring
a bit of that extra outdoor space that surrounds you, inside.
It could be the exposed brick, or the unique angles that each suite offers, but to be inside is as
though you are standing in a New York City loft, while nestled in the heart of Lakefield, Ontario.
Apartments are ready for occupancy June 1 and appointments to view can be arranged by
contacting Andrea at andrea@harryjamesenterprises.com or 1-866-204-1838.
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12 one|two|three
bedroom luxury
rental apartments
tarion builder
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